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e-Tech Racing is a team made up of 42 students from the Escola
d'Enginyeria de Barcelona Est (EEBE), a school included in the Diagonal-
Besós Campus of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC).

Our mission is to develop a high-performance electric single-seater style
car to compete in different international tests of the Formula Student
contest. In this new edition of the newsletter you will find all the
information about this season's competitions.
 
Despite the competitive fact, the mission of this project is to develop the
personal skills of the students within a context of maximum demand and
establish strong links with leading companies in the sector in order to
obtain versatile professionals who have a job insertion as quickly and
successfully as possible.
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On April 1, 2022, we launch the 3rd edition of Crowdfunding
through the digital platform Verkami, called Drive with Us. We
present new and exclusive designs related to e-Tech Racing and
that can be obtained by acquiring Tiers. The rewards for
contributing to the team vary depending on the amount
invested. Some of the rewards include a postcard, bracelet, cloth
bag, mug, t-shirt, sweatshirts... Among the most exclusive
rewards are a miniature 3D printed model and attending to a
test day.



 

The electronics department is improving the
PCBs both in reliability and compatibility for
future vehicles, as well as designing new
boxes for mounting in the car.

A power control is being developed to
protect the battery, along with the
development of the new battery concept
with cylindrical cells.

We already have the engine repaired by
Vernis and we are fine-tuning its
configuration.
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We have started the hard work of
developing and manufacturing
aerodynamic components in order to
optimize last season's package.



 

Suspensions has been working to improve the
dynamic response and the manufacturing of
the system.

The transmission department is designing a
new reducer to implement wheel motors.

Brakes&Wheels is designing a new pedal
board, in addition to the spindle for the wheel
motor.
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Cooling is working on the thermal
management of the new battery design, in
addition to studying a water jacket for the
wheel motor.

The VDC department has been
implementing improvements to the torque
vectoring algorithm, as well as modeling
the weight distribution and dynamic
behavior of the car.
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Composites has been researching how to
optimize the process related to the
parameterization of carbon fiber to the
maximum and is making progress with
respect to the manufacturing process of
test specimens, with which it is expected
that in the tensile and compression tests
the results will be obtained with a minimal
error.

Body has been in charge of completing
the SES, which has involved the design
and manufacture of specimens that
represent different areas of the
monocoque and carrying out three point
bending (3PB) and shear tests.
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MECHANICAL CHIEF OPERATIONS CHIEF MK CHIEF MANAGEMENT
 CHIEF

 ELECTRIC & ELECTRONIC
CHIEF

 Gerard Aguilar
Eric Delgado  Anna Creus   Ona Folch  Pol Lezcano   Gerard Pérez

AERODYNAMICS
 Álvaro Altamirano
Paul Brezuleanu

Ona Folch
Eduard Poch

BODY
Gerard Aguilar

Marc Casas
Nil Rosales

Marc Ventura

BRAKES & WHEELS
Carlos Leon

COMPOSITES 
Carlos Álvaro

Francesc Barberá

COOLING
 Miguel Ángel Garcia

STEERING
Raúl Lopez

Manel Rodríguez

SUSPENSION

TRANSMISION

Jordi Cortizo
Miguel Fernández

Iván Trigueros

Pablo Arias
Kevin Martínez

Pau Marzo

VDC ACCUMULATOR
Eric Delgado

BMS

DASHBOARD MAIN ECU

HARNESS

MOTORS & INVERTERS PACKAGING

PCBs

SENSORICS

MARKETING
Francesc Barberá

Ona Folch
Emma Martín

Pau Marzo
David Redondo

 Francesc Mora

 David Redondo

Gerard Pérez  Àlex Tolosa

 Dannes Ojeda 

 David Salinas Alfonso Martos
  Sergi Rodriguez

 Dannes Ojeda 

Anna Creus  
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